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1. Selena lives in an apartment. What does that mean?
  1) She inhabits the apartment  2) She constructs the apartment 

   Most  Some  Few  None

2. Alan wants everyone to see the dog in his painting. What should he do to it? 
  1) Emphasize it  2) Examine it

   Most  Some  Few  None

3. What type of habitat is the ocean?
  1) An aquatic habitat  2) A plastic habitat

   Most  Some  Few  None

4. Sophia hung two paintings side by side. What was she doing to the paintings? 
  1) Transforming them  2) Juxtaposing them

   Most  Some  Few  None

5. A bicycle moves. What does that mean?
  1) It is mobile   2) It is a reptile

   Most  Some  Few  None

6. “I’m starving, Mom!” Alex cried after soccer practice. How would you describe his 
 appetite? 
  1) Voracious  2) Ornate

   Most  Some  Few  None

7. Luke won’t stop until his homework is done. What is he doing?  
  1) Revealing himself   2) Persevering

   Most  Some  Few  None

8. Which animal might you see aloft?
  1) A bird  2) A rabbit
   Most  Some  Few  None
9. If a lawn is green and luxurious, how would you describe it? 
  1) Stark  2) Verdant

   Most  Some  Few  None

10. Dr. Chan planted a small garden with beautiful flowers. What is it?
  1) A monumental garden  2) An ornamental garden

   Most  Some  Few  None
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Pretest and Post-test

 1. Selena lives in an apartment. What does that mean? (She inhabits the apartment.)

 2. Alan wants everyone to see the dog in his painting. What should he do? (emphasize it)

 3. What type of habitat is the ocean? (an aquatic habitat)

 4. Sophia hung two paintings side by side. What was she doing to the painting?    
  (juxtaposing them)

 5. A bicycle moves. What does that mean? (It is mobile.)

 6. “I’m starving, Mom!” Alex cried after soccer practice. How would you describe his 

  appetite? (voracious)

 7. Luke won’t stop until his homework is done. What is he doing? (persevering)

 8. Which animal might you see aloft? (a bird)

 9. If a lawn is green and luxurious, how would you describe it? (verdant)

 10. Dr. Chan planted a small garden with beautiful flowers. What is it? 

  (an ornamental garden)
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